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Abstract

We carry out an experimental analysis for two of the design dimensions of ow-insensitive
points-to analysis for C: polymorphic versus monomorphic and equality-based versus inclusion-
based. Holding other analysis parameters �xed, we measure the precision of the four design
points on a suite of benchmarks of up to 90,000 abstract syntax tree nodes. Our experiments
show that the bene�t of polymorphism varies signi�cantly with the underlying monomorphic
analysis. For our equality-based analysis, adding polymorphism greatly increases precision, while
for our inclusion-based analysis, adding polymorphism hardly makes any di�erence. We also
gain some insight into the nature of polymorphism in points-to analysis of C. In particular, we
�nd considerable polymorphism available in function parameters, but little or no polymorphism
in function results, and we show how this observation explains our results.

1 Introduction

When constructing a constraint-based program analysis, the analysis designer must weigh the costs
and bene�ts of many possible design points. Two important tradeo�s are:

� Is the analysis polymorphic or monomorphic? A polymorphic analysis separates analysis
information by call site, while monomorphic analysis conates all call sites. A polymorphic
analysis is more precise but also more expensive than a corresponding monomorphic analysis.

� What is the underlying constraint relation? Possibilities include equalities (solved with uni-
�cation) or more precise and expensive inclusions (solved with dynamic transitive closure),
among many others.

Intuitively, if we want the greatest possible precision, we should use a polymorphic inclusion-
based analysis, while if we are mostly concerned with eÆciency, we should use a monomorphic
equality-based analysis. But how much more precision does polymorphism add, and what do we
lose by using equality constraints? In this paper, we try to answer these questions for a particular

yA shorter version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of SAS 2000. This research was supported in part
by the National Science Foundation Young Investigator Award No. CCR-9457812, NASA Contract No. NAG2-1210,
an NDSEG fellowship, and an equipment donation from Intel.

zAuthor's address: 387 Soda Hall #1776, Berkeley, CA 94720-1776
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Figure 1: Relation between the four analyses. There is an edge from analysis x to analysis y if y is
at least as precise as x.

constraint-based program analysis, ow-insensitive points-to analysis for C. Our goal is to com-
pare the tradeo�s between the four possible combinations of polymorphism/monomorphism and
equality constraints/inclusion constraints.

Points-to analysis computes, for each expression in a C program, a set of abstract memory
locations (variables and heap) to which the expression could point. Our monomorphic inclusion-
based analysis (Sect. 4.1) implements a version of Andersen's points-to analysis [And94], and our
monomorphic equality-based analysis (Sect. 4.2) implements a version of Steensgaard's points-to
analysis [Ste96]. To add polymorphism to Andersen's and Steensgaard's analyses (Sect. 4.3), we
use Hindley-Milner style parametric polymorphism [Mil78].

Our analyses are designed such that monomorphic Andersen's analysis is at least as precise as
monomorphic Steensgaard's analysis [FFA97, SH97], and similarly for the polymorphic versions.
Given the construction of our analyses, it is a theorem that the hierarchy of precision shown in Fig. 1
always holds. The main contribution of this work is the quanti�cation of the exact relationship
among these analyses. A secondary contribution of this paper is the development of polymorphic
versions of Andersen's and Steensgaard's points-to analyses.

Running the analyses on our suite of benchmarks, we �nd the following results (see Sect. 5),
where � is read \is signi�cantly less precise than." In general,

Monomorphic Steensgaard's �
Polymorphic Steensgaard's �

Polymorphic Andersen's

Monomorphic Steensgaard's �
Monomorphic Andersen's �
Polymorphic Andersen's

The exact relationships vary from benchmark to benchmark. These results are rather surprising|
why should polymorphism not add much precision to Andersen's analysis but bene�t Steensgaard's
analysis? While we do not have de�nitive answers to these questions, Sect. 5.4 suggests some
possible explanations.

Notice from this table that monomorphic Andersen's analysis is approximately as precise as
polymorphic Andersen's analysis, while polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis is much less precise
than polymorphic Andersen's analysis. Note, however, that polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis
and monomorphic Andersen's analysis are in general incomparable (see Sect. 5.1). Still, given that
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polymorphic analyses are much more complicated to understand, reason about, and implement than
their monomorphic counterparts, these results suggest that monomorphic Andersen's analysis may
represent the best design choice among the four analyses. This may be a general principle: in order
to improve a program analysis, developing a more powerful monomorphic analysis may be preferable
to adding context-sensitivity, one example of which is Hindley-Milner style polymorphism.

Carrying out an experimental exploration of even a portion of the design space for non-trivial
program analyses is a painstaking task. In interpreting our results there are two important things
to keep in mind. First, our exploration of even the limited design space of ow-insensitive points-to
analysis for C is still partial|there are dimensions other than the two that we explore that may
not be orthogonal and may lead to di�erent tradeo�s. For example, it may matter how precisely
heap memory is modeled, how strings are modeled, whether C structs are analyzed by �eld or
all �elds are summarized together, and so on. Section 5 details our choices for these parameters.
Also, Hindley-Milner style polymorphism is only one way to add context-sensitivity to a points-to
analysis, and other approaches (e.g., polymorphic recursion [FRD00]) may yield di�erent tradeo�s.

Second, our experiments measure the relative precision of each analysis. They do not measure
the relative impact of each analysis in a compiler. For example, it may be that some points-to sets
are more important than others to an optimizer, and thus increases in precision may not always lead
to better optimizations. However, a more precise analysis should not lead to worse optimizations
than a less precise analysis. We should also point out that it is diÆcult to separate the bene�t of
a pointer analysis in a compiler from the design of the rest of the optimizer. Measures of relative
precision have the advantage of being independent of the speci�c choices made in using the analysis
information by a particular tool.

2 Related Work

Andersen's [And94] and Steensgaard's [Ste96] points-to analyses are only two choices in a vast
array of possible alias analyses, among them [BCCH94, CRL99, Das00, DMW98, Deu94, DRS98,
EGH94, FRD00, HP98, LR92, SRW99, SH97, WL95, YHR99, ZRL96]. As our results suggest, the
bene�t of polymorphism (more generally, context-sensitivity) may vary greatly with the particular
analysis.

Hindley-Milner style polymorphism [Mil78] has been studied extensively. The only direct ap-
plications of Hindley-Milner polymorphism to C of which we are aware are the analyses in this
paper, the polymorphic recursive analysis proposed in [FRD00] (see below), and the Lackwit sys-
tem [OJ97]. Lackwit, a software engineering tool, computes ML-style types for C and appears to
scale very well to large programs.

Mossin [Mos96] develops a polymorphic ow analysis based on polymorphic recursion and atomic
subtyping constraints. Mossin's system starts with a type-annotated program and infers atomic
ow constraints, whereas we infer the type and ow annotations simultaneously and do not have
an atomic subtyping system. [FRD00] develops an eÆcient algorithm for both subtyping and
equality-based polymorphic recursive ow analyses, and shows how to construct a polymorphic
recursive version of Steensgaard's analysis. (In contrast, in this paper we use Hindley-Milner style
polymorphism, which can be less precise.) We believe that the techniques of [FRD00] can also be
adapted to Andersen's analysis.

Other research has explored making monomorphic inclusion-based analyses scalable. [FFSA98]
describes an online cycle-elimination algorithm for simplifying inclusion constraints. [SFA00] de-
scribes a related optimization technique, projection merging, which merges multiple projections of
the same set variable (see Sect. 4.4). Our current implementation uses both of these techniques,
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which makes it possible to run the polymorphic inclusion-based analysis on our larger benchmarks.
Finally, we discuss a selection of related analyses. Wilson and Lam [WL95] propose a ow-

sensitive alias analysis that distinguishes calls to the same function in di�erent aliasing contexts.
Their system analyzes a function once for each aliasing pattern of its actual parameters. In con-
trast, we analyze each function only once, independently of its context, by constructing types that
summarize functions' points-to e�ects in any context.

Ruf [Ruf95] studies the tradeo� between context-sensitivity and context-insensitivity for a par-
ticular dataow-style alias analysis, discovering that context-sensitivity makes little appreciable
di�erence in the accuracy of the results. Our results partially agree with his. For Andersen's
inclusion-based analysis we �nd the same trend. However, for Steensgaard's equality-based analy-
sis, which is substantially less precise than Ruf's analysis, adding polymorphism makes a signi�cant
di�erence

Emami, Ghiya, and Hendren [EGH94] propose a ow-sensitive, context-sensitive analysis. The
scalability of this analysis is unknown.

Landi and Ryder [LR92] study a very precise ow-sensitive, context-sensitive analysis. Their
ow-sensitive system has diÆculty scaling to large programs; recent work has focused on combined
analyses that apply di�erent alias analyses to di�erent parts of a program [ZRL98].

Chatterjee, Ryder, and Landi [CRL99] propose an analysis for Java and C++ that uses a
ow-sensitive analysis with conditional points-to relations whose validity depends on the aliasing
and type information provided by the context. While the style of polymorphism used in [CRL99]
appears related to Hindley-Milner style polymorphism, the exact relationship is unclear.

Das [Das00] proposes a monomorphic alias analysis with precision close to Andersen's analysis
but cost close to Steensgaard's analysis. The e�ect of adding polymorphism to Das's analysis is
currently unknown but cannot yield more precision than polymorphic Andersen's analysis.

3 Constraints

Our analyses are formulated as non-standard type systems for C. We follow the usual approach
for constraint-based program analysis: As the analyses infer types for a program's expressions, a
system of typing constraints is generated on the side. The solution to the constraints de�nes the
points-to graph of the program.

Our analyses are implemented with the Berkeley Analysis Engine (BANE) [AFFS98], which
is a framework for constructing constraint-based analyses. BANE supports analyses involving
multiple sorts of constraints, two of which are used by our points-to analyses. Our implementation
of Andersen's analysis uses inclusion (or set) constraints [AW92, HJ90]. Our implementation of
Steensgaard's analysis uses a mixture of equality (or term) and inclusion constraints. The rest of
this section provides background on the constraint formalisms.

Each sort of constraint comes equipped with a constraint relation. The relation between set
expressions is �, and the relation between term expressions is =. For our purposes, set expressions
se consist of set variables X ;Y; : : : from a family of variables Vars (caligraphic text denotes vari-
ables), terms constructed from n-ary constructors c 2 Con, a special form proj (c; i; se), an empty
set 0, and a universal set 1.

se ::= X j c(se1; : : : ; sen) j proj (c; i; se) j 0 j 1

Similarly, term expressions are of the form

te ::= X j c(te1; : : : ; ten) j 0
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Here 0 represents a special, distinguished nullary constructor.
Each constructor c is given a signature Sc specifying the arity, variance, and sort of c. If S is

the set of sorts (in this case, S = fTerm;Setg), then constructor signatures are of the form

c : �1 � � � � � �arity(c) ! S

where �i is s (covariant) or s (contravariant) for some s 2 S. Intuitively, a constructor c is covariant
in an argument X if the set denoted by a term c(: : : ;X ; : : :) becomes larger as X increases. Similarly,
a constructor c is contravariant in an argument X if the set denoted by a term c(: : : ;X ; : : :) becomes
smaller as X increases. To improve readability, we mark contravariant arguments with overbars.

One example constructor from Andersen's analysis is

lam : Set�Set� Set! Set

The lam constructor models function types. The �rst (covariant) argument names the function,
the second (contravariant) argument represents the domain, and the third (covariant) argument
represents the range.

Steensgaard's analysis uses a constructor

ref : Set�Term�Term! Term

to model locations. The �rst �eld models the set of aliases of this location, and the second and
third �elds model the contents of this location. See Sect. 4.2 for a discussion of why a set is needed
for the �rst �eld. More discussion of mixed constraints can be found in [F�ah99, FA97].

Our system also includes conditional equality constraints L � R (de�ned on terms) to support
Steensgaard's analysis (see Sect. 4.2). The constraint L � R holds if either L = R or L = 0 holds.
Intuitively, if L is ever uni�ed with a constructed term, then the constraint L � R becomes L = R.
Otherwise L � R makes no constraint on R.

De�nition 1 (Positive, Negative) In the constraint L � R, the expression L appears positively
and R appears negatively. If c(: : : ; ti; : : :) appears positively (negatively) and c is covariant in
position i, then ti appears positively (negatively). If c is contravariant in position i, then ti appears
negatively (positively).

If proj (c; i; se) (see below) appears negatively in a constraint, then se appears negatively (pos-
itively) if c is covariant (contravariant) in i. We require that proj (c; i; se) appears only in negative
positions.

Intuitively, if we think of the equality constraint L = R as a shorthand for L � R ^ R � L, then
all term expressions appear both positively and negatively in equality constraints.

Our language of set constraints has no explicit operation to select components of a constructor.
Instead we use constraints of the form

L � c(: : : ;Yi; : : :) (�)

to make Yi contain c�i(L) if c is covariant in i, and to make c�i(L) contain Yi if c is contravariant
in i. However, such a constraint is inconsistent if L contains terms whose head constructor is not
c. To overcome this limitation, we de�ne constraints of the form

L � proj (c; i;Yi)
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Figure 2: Example points-to graph

This constraint has the same e�ect as (�) on the elements of L constructed with c, and no e�ect
on the other elements of L.

Solving a system of constraints involves computing an explicit solved form of all solutions or of
a particular solution. The appendix lists a series of left-to-right rewrite rules used by the solver.
BANE exhaustively applies these rules to the given constraint system, and when no more rules can
be applied the system is in solved form [AW93, FA97].

4 The Analyses

This section develops monomorphic and polymorphic versions of Andersen's and Steensgaard's
analyses. The presentation of the monomorphic version of Andersen's analysis mostly follows
[FFSA98, SFA00] and is given primarily to make the paper self contained.

For a C program, points-to analysis computes a set of abstract memory locations (variables
and heap) to which each expression could point. Andersen's and Steensgaard's analyses compute a
points-to graph [EGH94]. Graph nodes represent abstract memory locations, and there is an edge
from a node x to a node y if x may contain a pointer to y. Informally, the analyses begin with
some initial points-to relationships and close the graph under the rule

For an assignment e1 = e2, anything in the points-to set for e2 must also be in the
points-to set for e1.

For Andersen's analysis, each node in the points-to graph may have directed edges to any
number of other nodes. For Steensgaard's analysis, each node may have at most one out-edge, and
graph nodes are coalesced if necessary to enforce this requirement. Figure 2 shows the points-to
graph for a simple C program computed by Andersen's analysis (a) and Steensgaard's analysis (b).

4.1 Andersen's Analysis

In Andersen's analysis, types � represent sets of abstract memory locations and are described by
the following grammar:

� ::= Px j lx
� ::= X j ref (�; �; � ) j lam(�; � ; �)

Here the constructor signatures are

ref : Set�Set�Set! Set

lam : Set�Set� Set! Set
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X and Px are set variables, and lx is a constant (a constructor of arity 0). Contravariant arguments
are marked with overbars. Note that function types lam(� � �) are contravariant in the domain
(second argument) and covariant in the range (third argument).

Memory locations can be thought of as abstract data types with two operations, one to get the
value stored in the location and one to set it. Intuitively, the get and set operations have types

� get : void! X

� set : X ! void

where X is the type of data held in the memory location. Dereferencing a location corresponds to
applying the get operation, and updating a location corresponds to applying the set operation. Note
that the type variable X appears covariantly in the type of the get operation and contravariantly
in the type of the set operation.

Translating this intuition into a set constraint formulation, the location of a variable x is modeled
with the type ref (lx;X ;X ), where lx is a constant representing the name of the location, the
covariant occurrence of X represents the getmethod, and the contravariant occurrence of X (marked
with an overbar) represents the set method. For convenience, we choose not to represent the void
components of the get and set methods' types.

We also associate with each location x a set variable Px and add the constraints X � proj (ref ; 1;Px)
and X � proj (lam ; 1;Px). This constrains Px to contain the set of abstract locations, including
functions, in the points-to set X . The points-to graph is then de�ned by the least solution of Px
for every location x. In the set formulation, the least solution for the points-to graph shown in
Fig. 2a is

Pa = flb; lcg Pb = fldg Pc = fldg

In addition to reference types we also must model function types, since C allows pointers to
functions to be stored in memory. The type lam(lf; �1; �2) represents the function named f (every C
function has a name) with argument �1 and return value �2. For simplicity the grammar allows only
one argument. In our implementation, arguments are modeled with an ordered record f�1; : : : ; �ng
[R�em89].1

Figure 3 shows a fragment of the type rules for the monomorphic version of Andersen's analysis.
Judgments are of the form A ` e : � ;C, meaning that in typing environment A, expression e has
type � under the constraints C. For simplicity we present only the interesting type rules. The full
rules for all of C can be found in [FFA97].

We briey discuss the rules. To avoid having separate rules for l- and r-values, we model all
variables as l-types. Thus the type of a variable x is our representation of its location, i.e., a ref
type.

� Rule (VarA) states that typings in the environment trivially hold.

� The address-of operator (AddrA) adds a level of indirection to its operand by adding a ref
constructor. The location (�rst) and set (third) �elds of the resulting type are 0 and 1,
respectively, because &e is not itself an l-value and cannot be updated.

� The dereferencing operator (DerefA) removes a ref and makes the fresh variable T a superset
of the points-to set of � . Note the use of proj in case � also contains a function type.

1Note that we do not handle variable-length argument lists (varargs) correctly even with records. Handling varargs
requires compiler- and architecture-speci�c knowledge of the layout of parameters in memory. See Sect. 5.
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A ` x : A(x); ; (VarA)

A ` e : � ;C

A ` &e : ref (0; �; 1);C
(AddrA)

A ` e : � ;C
C 0 = C ^ � � proj (ref ; 2; T )

A ` *e : T ;C 0

(DerefA)

A ` e1 : �1;C1 A ` e2 : �2;C2

C = C1 ^ C2 ^

�1 � proj (ref ; 3; T ) ^
�2 � proj (ref ; 2; T )

A ` e1=e2 : �2;C

(AsstA)

A[x 7! ref (lx;X ;X )] ` e : � ;C
A ` let x in e ni : � ;C

(LetRefA)

�f = ref (0; lam(lf;X ;Rf); 1)

�x = ref (lx;X ;X )
A[f 7! �f ; x 7! �x] ` e : � ;C

C 0 = C ^ � � proj (ref ; 2;Rf)

A ` fun f x = e : �f ;C
0

(LamA)

A ` *e1 : �1;C1 A ` e2 : �2;C2

C = C1 ^ C2 ^

�2 � proj (ref ; 2; T ) ^
�1 � proj (lam ; 2; T ) ^
�1 � proj (lam ; 3;R)

A ` e1 e2 : ref (0;R; 1);C

(AppA)

Figure 3: Constraint generation rules for Andersen's analysis. T and R stand for fresh variables

� The assignment rule (AsstA) uses the same technique as (DerefA) to get the contents of the
right-hand side, and then uses the contravariant set �eld of the ref constructor to store the
contents in the left-hand side location. See [FFA97] for detailed explanations and examples.

� The rule (LetRefA) introduces new variables. Since this is C, all variables are in fact update-
able references, and we allow them to be uninitialized.

� The rule (LamA) de�nes a possibly-recursive function f whose result is e. We lift each
function type to an l-type by adding a ref as in (AsstA). For simplicity the C issues of
promotions from function types to pointer types, and the corresponding issues with * and &

applied to functions, are ignored. These issues are handled correctly by our implementation.
Notice a function type contains the value of its parameter, X , not a reference ref (lx;X ;X ).
Analogously the range of the function type is also a value.

� Function application (AppA) constrains the formal parameter of a function type to contain
the actual parameter, and makes the return type of the function a lower bound on fresh
variable R. Notice the use of *e1 in the hypothesis of this rule, which we need because the
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function, an r-type, has been lifted to an l-type in (LamS). The result R, which is an r-type,
is lifted to an l-type by adding a ref constructor, as in (AddrA).

4.2 Steensgaard's Analysis

Intuitively, Steensgaard's analysis replaces the inclusion constraints of Andersen's analysis with
equality constraints. The type language is a small modi�cation of the previous system:

� ::= Px j Lx j lx
� ::= X j ref (�; �; �)
� ::= X j lam(�; �)

with constructor signatures

ref : Set�Term�Term! Term

lam : Term�Term! Term

As before, � denotes locations and � denotes updateable references. Following [Ste96], in this
system function types � are always structurally within ref (� � �) types because in a system of equality
constraints we cannot express a union ref (: : :)[lam(: : :). For a similar reason location sets � consist
solely of variables Px or Lx and are modeled as sets (see below).

Each program variable x is modeled with the type ref (Lx;X ;Fx), where Lx is a Set variable.
For each location x we add a constraint lx � Lx, where lx is a nullary constructor (as in Andersen's
analysis). We also associate with location x another set variable Px and add the constraint X �
ref (Px; �; �), where � stands for a fresh unnamed variable.

We compute the points-to graph by �nding the least solution of the Px variables. For the
points-to graph in Fig. 2b, the result is

Pa = flb; lcg Pb = fldg Pc = fldg

Notice that b and c are inferred to be aliased, i.e., Lb = Lc. If we had instead used nullary
constructors directly in the � �eld of ref , or had the � �eld been a Term sort, then the constraints
would have been inconsistent, since lb 6= lc.

In Steensgaard's formulation [Ste96], the relation between locations x and their corresponding
term variables Px is implicit. While this suÆces for a monomorphic analysis, in a polymorphic
analysis maintaining this map is problematic, as generalization, simpli�cation, and instantiation
(see Sect. 4.3) all cause variables to be renamed.

Mixed constraints provide an elegant solution to this problem. By explicitly representing the
mapping from locations to location names in a constraint formulation, we guarantee that any sound
constraint manipulations preserve this mapping.

Figure 4 shows the constraint generation rules for Steensgaard's analysis. The rules are similar
to the rules for Andersen's analysis. Again, we briey discuss the rules. As before, all variables are
modeled as l-types.

� Rules (VarS) and (LetRefS) are unchanged from Andersen's analysis.

� Rule (AddrS) adds a level of indirection to its operand.

� Rule (DerefS) removes a ref and makes fresh variable T contain the points-to set of � .
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A ` x : A(x); ; (VarS)

A ` e : � ;C
A ` &e : ref (�; �; �);C

(AddrS)

A ` e : � ;C
C 0 = C ^ � � ref (�; T ; �)

A ` *e : T ;C 0

(DerefS)

A ` e1 : �1;C1 A ` e2 : �2;C2

C = C1 ^ C2 ^

�1 � ref (�; T1; �) ^ �2 � ref (�; T2; �) ^
T2 � T1

A ` e1=e2 : �2;C

(AsstS)

A[x 7! ref (Lx;X ;Fx)] ` e : � ;C
A ` let x in e ni : � ;C

(LetRefS)

�f = ref (�; ref (Lf; Tf; lam(X ;Rf)); �)
�x = ref (Lx;X ;Fx)

A[f 7! �f ; x 7! �x] ` e : � ;C
C 0 = C ^ � � ref (�; T ; �) ^ T � Rf

A ` fun f x = e : �f ;C
0

(LamS)

A ` *e1 : �1;C1 A ` e2 : �2;C2

C = C1 ^ C2 ^

�1 � ref (�; �;F) ^ F � lam(Y ;R) ^
�2 � ref (�; T ; �) ^ T � Y

A ` e1 e2 : ref (�;R; �);C

(AppS)

Figure 4: Constraint generation rules for Steensgaard's analysis. T ;T1;T2;Y, and R are fresh
variables. Each occurrence of � is a fresh, unnamed variable

� The assignment rule (AsstS) makes fresh variables Ti contain the points-to sets of each ei.
(AsstS) conditionally equates T1 with T2, i.e., if e2 is a pointer, its points-to set is uni�ed with
the points-to set of e1. Using conditional uni�cation increases the accuracy of the analysis
[Ste96].

� Function de�nition (LamS) behaves as in Andersen's analysis. Here, ref (Lf; Tf; lam(X ;Rf))
represents the function type and the outermost ref lifts the function type to an l-type. Again a
function type contains the r-types of its parameter and return value rather than their l-types.
Notice that the type of the function f points to is stored in the second (�) �eld of f's type
�f, not in the third (�) �eld. Thus in the assignment rule (AsstS), the Ti variables contain
both the functions and memory locations that the ei point to.

� Function application (AppS) conditionally equates the formal and actual parameters of a
function type and evaluates to the return type. Note the use of *e1 in the hypothesis of this
rule, which is needed since the function type has been lifted to an l-type. Intuitively, this rule
expands the application (fun f x = e) e2 into the sequence x = e2; e.
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A ` e : � ;C ~X 62 fv(A)

A ` e : 8 ~X :�nC;C
(Quant)

A ` e : 8 ~X :�nC 0;C ~Y fresh

A ` e : � [ ~X 7! ~Y];C ^ C 0[ ~X 7! ~Y]
(Inst)

Figure 5: Rules for quanti�cation

4.3 Adding Polymorphism

This section describes how the monomorphic analyses are extended to polymorphic analyses. While
ultimately we �nd polymorphism unpro�table for our points-to analyses, this section documents a
number of practical insights for the implementation of polymorphism in analysis systems consider-
ably more elaborate than the Hindley/Milner system.

The rules in Figs. 3 and 4 track the constraints generated in the analysis of each expression.
The monomorphic analyses have one global constraint system. In the polymorphic analyses, each
function body has a distinct constraint system.

We begin by de�ning quanti�ed types schemes �:

� ::= 8 ~X :�nC
� ::= � � �

� � �

We de�ne the free variables of a type environment in the usual way:

fv(;) = ;
fv(A[x 7! �]) = fv(�) [ fv(A)

fv(8 ~X :�nC) = (fv(�) [ fv(C))� f ~Xg
fv(X ) = fXg

fv(c(t1; : : : ; tn)) =
S

i2[1::n] fv(ti)

fv(proj (c; i; �)) = fv(�)
fv(L � R) = fv(L) [ fv(R)
fv(L = R) = fv(L) [ fv(R)
fv(L � R) = fv(L) [ fv(R)

We introduce polymorphic constrained types of the form 8 ~X :�nC. The type 8 ~X :�nC represents
any type of the form � [ ~X 7! ~se] under constraints C[ ~X 7! ~se], for any choice of ~se. Figure 5
shows the additional rules for quanti�cation. The notation fv(A) stands for the free variables of
environment A. Rule (Quant) states that we may quantify a type over any variables not free in the
type environment. (Inst) allows us to instantiate a quanti�ed type with fresh variables, adding the
constraints from the quanti�ed type to the system. These rules are standard [OSW97].

We restrict quanti�cation to non-ref types to avoid well-known problems with mixing updateable
references and polymorphism [Wri95]. In practical terms, this means that after analyzing a function
de�nition, we can quantify over its parameters and its return value. The rule (Inst) says that we
may instantiate a quanti�ed type with fresh variables, adding the constraints from the quanti�ed
type to the environment.

If used na��vely, rule (Quant) amounts to analyzing a program in which all function calls have
been inlined. In order to make the polymorphic analyses tractable, we perform a number of
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simpli�cations to reduce the sizes of quanti�ed types. Section 4.4 discusses the simpli�cations we
use.

As an example of the potential bene�t of polymorphic points-to analysis, consider the following
atypical C program:

int *id(int *x) { return x; }

int main() {

int a, b, *c, *d;

c = id(&a); d = id(&b);

}

In the notation in this paper id is de�ned as fun id x = x. In monomorphic Andersen's analysis all
inputs to id ow to all outputs. Thus we discover that c and d both point to a and b. Polymorphic
Andersen's analysis assigns id type

8X ;Rid: lam(lid;X ;Rid)n
ref (lx;X ;X ) � proj (ref ; 2;Rid)

Applying the resolution rules in the appendix and applying the simpli�cations in Sect. 4.4 yields

8X : lam(lid;X ;X )n;

In other words, id is the identity function. Because this type is instantiated for each call of id,
the points-to sets are computed exactly: c points to a and d points to b.

There are several important observations about the type system. First, function pointers do
not have polymorphic types. Consider the following example:

int *f(...) { ... }

int foo(int *(*g)()) { x = g(...); y = g(...); z = f(...); }

int main() { foo(f); }

Within the body of foo, the type of g appears in the environment (with a monomorphic type), so
variables in the type of g cannot be quanti�ed. Hence both calls to g use the same instance of f's
type. The call directly through f can use a polymorphic type for f, and hence is to a fresh instance.

Second, we do not allow the types of mutually recursive functions to be polymorphic within the
recursive de�nition. Thus we analyze sets of mutually recursive functions monomorphically and
then generalize the types afterwards.

Finally, we require that function de�nitions be analyzed before function uses. We formally state
this requirement using the following de�nition:

De�nition 2 The function dependence graph (FDG) of a program is a graph G = (V;E) with
vertices V and edges E. V is the set of all functions in the program, and there is an edge in E

from f to g i� function f contains an occurrence of the name of g.

A function's successors in the FDG for a program must be analyzed before the function itself. Note
that the FDG is trivial to compute from the program text.

Figure 6 shows the algorithm for analyzing a program polymorphically. Each strongly-connected
component of the FDG is visited in �nal depth-�rst order. We analyze each mutually-recursive
component monomorphically and then apply quanti�cation. We merge the simpli�ed system C 0

into the top-level constraint system Glob, replacing Glob by Glob ^ C 0. Notice that we do not
require a call graph for the analysis, but only the FDG, which is statically computable.
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1. Make a fresh global constraint system Glob

2. Construct the function dependence graph G

3. For each non-root strongly-connected component S of G in �nal depth-�rst order
3a. Make a fresh constraint system C

3b. Analyze each f 2 S monomorphically in C

3c. Quantify each f 2 S in C, applying simpli�cations
3d. Compute C 0 = C pruned w.r.t its free variables and merge C 0 into Glob

4. Analyze the root SCC in Glob

Figure 6: Algorithm 1: Bottom-up pass

4.4 Constraint Simpli�cations

Na��vely applied the rules for quanti�cation in Figure 5 of Section 4.3 may cause an exponential
blow-up in the number of constraints, as for each instance of each function f of type 8 ~X :�nCf we
are making a fresh copy of Cf. Observe that Cf encodes four pieces of information about calls to
f:

1. the e�ects on the actual parameters,

2. the result (return value),

3. the e�ects on the global variables, and

4. the e�ects on the local variables of f.

We call items 1-3 the external e�ects of calling f and item 4 the internal e�ect of calling f. As
far as a caller of f is concerned, only the external e�ects are interesting. Thus we can simplify
the constraint system Cf arbitrarily as long as we maintain the external e�ects. In particular,
we can potentially eliminate the types of local variables, and if the function's aliasing behavior is
straightforward, the resulting constraint system should be small.

In general, constraint simpli�cation is an intractable problem for set constraints [FF97]. Several
researchers have studied constraint simpli�cation in practice [FA96, FFSA98, FF97, Pot96, SFA00].
We currently apply four constraint simpli�cations that have been shown to be pro�table for a
polymorphic type 8 ~X :�nC. The �rst two simpli�cations preserve solutions and thus are applied to
all variables, even on the monomorphic systems.

1. We perform online cycle elimination [FFSA98], which removes cyclic constraints among vari-
ables X1 � X2 � � � � Xn � X1 by equating X1; : : : ;Xn. For example, in the type

8X ;Y;Z:Z n Z � Y ^ Y � Z ^
ref (lx;X ;X ) � Z ^ ref (lw;W;W) � T

we can collapse the cycle between Y and Z to yield

8X ;Z:Z n ref (lx;X ;X ) � Z ^ ref (lw;W;W) � T

2. We perform projection merging [SFA00], which combines multiple projections of the same
variable. For example, the constraints

X � proj (ref ; 2; se1) ^ X � proj (ref ; 2; se2)
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are replaced by

X � proj (ref ; 2;X [ref ;2]) ^ X [ref ;2] � se1 ^ X [ref ;2] � se2

where X [ref ;2] is a fresh variable. See [SFA00] for a complete description, including a discussion
of the subtle interaction between projection merging and cycle elimination.

3. We maximize (minimize) variables in ~X that appear only positively (negatively) in C. Max-
imizing a variable replaces it by its upper bound, and minimizing a variable replaces it by
its lower bound. Thus, in the id example from Sec. 4.3, we were able to replace X by its
upper boundRid. See [AWP97] for further discussion. Continuing with the cycle elimination
example, since Z is a bound variable and only appears positively, we can replace it with its
lower bound:

8X : ref (lx;X ;X ) n ref (lw;W;W) � T

4. We prune C with respect to � , forming a new system C 0 containing only constraints from C

on variables that are reachable from � (see below). Since this may remove constraints that are
purely between free variables, it is in general unsound. Thus we also prune C with respect to
the free variables in C and add the resulting constraints to the global constraint system. We
can prune our example, yielding the type

8X : ref (lx;X ;X )

and adding the constraint
ref (lw;W;W) � T

to the top-level constraint system.

We inductively de�ne reachability from a set expression in a constraint system:

De�nition 3 Let C be a set of constraints fLi � Rig closed under the rules in Figure 10, and let
se be a set expression. We de�ne reachability from se in C as follows.

� se is reachable both positively and negatively from se.

� If se1 is reachable positively and there is a constraint se2 � se1, then any positive (negative)
subexpression in se2 is reachable positively (negatively).

� If se1 is reachable negatively and there is a constraint se1 � se2, then any positive (negative)
subexpression of se2 is reachable negatively (positively).

An expression se that is reachable either positively or negatively from � is reachable from � .
Pruning C has several advantages. When analyzing large strongly-connected components, this

simpli�cation allows a quanti�ed function type to contain only those constraints a�ecting that
type, rather than the constraints for the entire strongly-connected component. Also, notice that
the quanti�ed type for a function no longer includes e�ects on the global variables that occur
regardless of the input parameters. Thus we have separated a function type into the e�ects that
depend on the parameters and the e�ects that always occur, and we need only add the constraints
capturing the latter e�ects once to the top-level constraint system (corresponding to the outermost
lexical scope of the program).
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1. Let C = Glob ^
V
g2P Cg be a fresh system

2. For each function g 2 P

2a. Let lam(lg;G1;R1); : : : ; lam(lg;Gn;Rn) be the instances of g's function type.
2b. Let lam(lg;G;R) be g's original function type
2c. Add constraints Gi � G and R � Ri for i 2 [1::n].
3. Compute the points-to sets for f's locals in C.

Figure 7: Algorithm 2: Top-down pass for function f on FDG path or set of FDG paths P

4.5 Reconstructing Local Information

After applying the bottom-up pass of Fig. 6, the analysis has correctly computed the points-to
graph for the global variables and the local variables of the outermost function, usually called
main. (There is no need to quantify the type of main, since its type can only be used monomor-
phically.) At this point we have lost alias information for local variables, for two reasons. First,
applying simpli�cations from Sect. 4.4 during the analysis may eliminate the points-to variables
corresponding to local variables completely. Second, whenever we apply (Inst) to instantiate the
type of a function f, we deliberately lose information about the types of f's local variables by
replacing their points-to type variables with fresh type variables.

The points-to set of a local variable depends on the context(s) in which f is used. To reconstruct
points-to information for locals, we keep track of the instantiated types of functions and use these
to ow context information back into the original, unsimpli�ed constraint system.

Figure 7 gives the algorithm for reconstructing the points-to information for the local variables
of function f on a particular path or set of paths P in the FDG. Note that Algorithm 2 requires
f 2 P . The constraints given are for Andersen's analysis. For Steensgaard's analysis we replace
� constraints by the appropriate � constraints. (Note that for Steensgaard's analysis there may
be more precise ways of computing summary information. See [FRD00].) In Algorithm 2, the
constraint systems along the FDG path are merged into a fresh constraint system, and then the
types of the actual parameters from each instance are linked to the types of the formal parameters
of the original type. We also link the return values of the original type to the return values of the
instances.

This algorithm computes the points-to sets for the local variables of f along FDG path P .
Because this algorithm is parameterized by the FDG path, it lets the analysis client choose the
precision of the desired information. An interactive software engineering tool may be interested in
a particular use of a function (corresponding to a single path from f to the root), while a compiler,
which must produce code that works for all instances, would most likely be interested in all paths
from f to the root of the FDG.

For example, consider the following code:

void f(int *x, int *y) {...}

void g(void) { int a, b; f(&a, &b); }

void h(void) { int c; f(&c, &c); }

In this case, if in computing information about local variables for f we choose P to be the entire
FDG, then we discover that x and y may be aliased. On the other hand, if we are interested only
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Table 1: Benchmark programs
Name AST Nodes Preproc Lines Name AST Nodes Preproc Lines

allroots 700 426 less-177 15179 11988
di�.di�h 935 293 li 16828 5761
anagram 1078 344 ex-2.4.7 29960 9345
genetic 1412 323 pmake 31148 18138

ks 2284 574 make-3.72.1 36892 15213
ul 2395 441 tar-1.11.2 38795 17592
ft 3027 1180 inform-5.5 38874 12957

compress 3333 651 sgmls-1.1 44533 30941
ratfor 5269 1532 screen-3.5.2 49292 23919

compiler 5326 1888 cvs-1.3 51223 31130
assembler 6516 2980 espresso 56938 21537

ML-typecheck 6752 2410 gawk-3.0.3 71140 28326
eqntott 8117 2266 povray-2.2 87391 59689

simulator 10946 4216

in the path from g to f, perhaps because a user query to a software engineering tool has isolated
that case, then we discover that x and y are in fact not aliased.

In our experiments (Sect. 5), to compute information for function f we choose P to be all
of f's ancestors in the FDG. This corresponds exactly to a points-to analysis in which f and
its ancestors are monomorphic and all other functions are polymorphic. Clearly there are cases in
which this choice will lead to a loss of precision. However, the other natural alternative, to compute
alias information for each of f's instances separately, would yield an exponential algorithm. By
treating f monomorphically, in an FDG of size n Algorithm 2 requires copying O(n2) (unsimpli�ed)
constraint systems.

5 Experiments

We have implemented our analyses using BANE [AFFS98]. BANE manages the details of con-
straint representation and solving, quanti�cation, instantiation, and simpli�cation. Our analysis
tool generates constraints and decides when and what to quantify, instantiate, and simplify.

Our analysis handles almost all features of C, following [Ste96]. The only exceptions are that
we do not correctly model expressions that rely on compiler-speci�c choices about the layout of
data in memory, e.g., variable-length argument lists or absolute addressing.

Our experiments cover the four possible combinations of polymorphism (polymorphic or monomor-
phic) and analysis precision (inclusion-based or equality-based). Table 1 lists the suite of C pro-
grams on which we performed the analyses.2 The size of each program is listed in terms of prepro-
cessed source lines and number of AST nodes. The AST node count is restricted to those nodes
the analysis traverses, e.g., this count ignores declarations.

As with most C programs, our benchmark suite makes extensive use of standard libraries. After
analyzing each program we also analyze a special �le of hand-coded stubs modeling the points-to
e�ects of all library functions used by our benchmark suite. These stubs are not included in
the measurements of points-to set sizes, and we only process the stubs corresponding to library

2We modi�ed the tar-1.11.2 benchmark to use the built-in malloc rather than a user-de�ned malloc in order to
model heap usage more accurately.
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functions that are actually used by the program. The stubs are modeled in the same way that regular
functions are modeled. Thus they are treated monomorphically in the monomorphic analyses, and
polymorphically in the polymorphic analyses.

To model heap locations, we generate a fresh global variable for each syntactic occurrence of
a malloc-like function in a program. In certain cases it may be bene�cial to distinguish heap
locations by call path, though we did not perform this experiment. We model structures as atomic,
i.e., every �eld of a structure shares the same location. Recent results [YHR99] suggest some
eÆcient alternative approaches.

For the polymorphic analyses, when we apply Algorithm 2 (Fig. 7) to compute the analysis
results for function f, we choose P to be the set of all paths from f to the root of the FDG.

5.1 Precision

Figure 8 graphs for each benchmark the average size of the points-to sets at the dereference sites
in the program. A higher average size indicates lower precision. Missing data points indicate that
the analysis exceeded the memory capacity of the machine (2GB).

Figure 9 graphs for each benchmark the number of singleton dereference sites in the program.
A singleton dereference site is one whose points-to set has size 1. A higher number of singletons
indicates increased precision. Note we summarize the local variables of all calls to the same function
with the same names, and so even if a location x has a singleton points-to set this does not mean
that *x can only alias one location.

We also measure the precision of the analyses both when each string is modeled as a distinct
location and when strings are completely ignored (modeled as 0).3 Note the di�erent scales on
di�erent graphs. For the purposes of this experiment, functions are not counted in points-to sets,
and multi-level dereferences are counted separately (e.g., in **x there are two dereferences). Array
indexing on known arrays (expressions of type array) is not counted as dereferencing.

Tables 2 and 3 give the numeric values graphed in Figs. 8 and 9 and more detailed information
about the distribution of points-to sets. For each analysis style, we list the running time, the
average points-to set sizes at dereference sites, and the number of dereference sites with points-to
sets of size 1, 2, and 3 or more, plus the total number of non-empty dereference sites. (Most
programs have some empty dereference sites because of dead code.) We also list the size of the
largest points-to set.

Recall from the introduction that for a given dereference site, it is a theorem that the points-to
sets computed by the four analyses are in the inclusion relations shown in Fig. 1. More precisely,
there is an edge from analysis x in Fig. 1 to analysis y if for each expression e, the points-to set
computed for e by analysis x contains the points-to set computed for e by analysis y. Two issues
arise when interpreting the average points-to set size metric. First, when two analyses are related
by inclusion the average size of points-to sets is a valid measure of precision. Thus we can use our
metric to compare any two analyses except polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis and monomorphic
Andersen's analysis.

For these two analyses there is no direct inclusion relationship. For a given expression e, if
eS is the points-to set computed by polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis and eA is the points-
to set computed by monomorphic Andersen's analysis, it may be that eS 6� eA and eS 6� eA.
Detailed examination of the points-to sets computed by polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis and
monomorphic Andersen's analysis over all benchmarks (excluding gawk-3.0.3) reveals that this

3It is also possible to model a program has having exactly one string. However, this implies that all strings are
aliased and greatly decreases the precision of the analyses, especially Steensgaard's.
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Figure 8: Average points-to sizes at dereference sites. The black bars give the results when strings
are modeled as distinct locations; the white bars give the results when strings are modeled as 0
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Figure 9: Number of singleton points-to dereference sites. The black bars give the results when
strings modeled as distinct locations; the white bars give the results when strings are modeled as 0
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Table 2: Data for experiments in which strings are modeled as distinct locations. The running times
are the average of three for the monomorphic experiments, while the polymorphic experiments were
only performed once.

Name Monomorphic Steensgaard's Polymorphic Steensgaard's
Time Av. Num. deref sites Up Tm Dn Tm Av. Num. deref sites
(s) 1 2 3+ tot max (s) (s) 1 2 3+ tot max

allroots 0.17 2.00 0 42 0 42 2 0.27 0.29 2.00 0 42 0 42 2
di�.di�h 0.23 11.25 12 1 23 36 17 0.29 0.55 2.36 14 13 9 36 5

anagram 0.25 6.74 11 1 30 42 9 0.37 1.00 5.45 12 0 30 42 8
genetic 0.36 4.95 22 8 46 76 15 0.45 1.18 1.43 62 10 4 76 10

ks 0.43 33.83 3 13 99 115 39 0.53 1.38 8.86 3 13 99 115 10

ul 0.49 2.22 55 129 54 238 4 0.59 2.97 2.16 55 137 46 238 4
ft 0.65 3.39 29 8 133 170 4 1.05 4.58 3.35 37 0 133 170 4

compress 0.73 2.13 181 44 36 261 8 0.94 5.32 1.44 181 44 36 261 3
ratfor 1.65 53.41 36 4 125 165 80 2.71 30.90 18.65 36 7 122 165 62

compiler 1.15 1.17 65 13 0 78 2 2.47 5.76 1.17 65 13 0 78 2
assembler 2.54 108.03 79 31 273 383 213 5.22 58.96 2.98 223 36 124 383 120

ML-typecheck 2.92 88.41 28 0 285 313 97 3.92 60.87 70.33 28 27 258 313 85

eqntott 2.70 27.82 68 110 436 614 42 3.45 54.17 6.17 76 133 405 614 11
simulator 3.78 150.11 24 13 259 296 223 5.70 118.20 33.71 105 5 186 296 89

less-177 5.66 185.55 69 13 490 572 219 18.28 321.89 114.13 80 14 478 572 173
li 18.67 643.88 8 0 933 941 657 33.33 695.71 629.01 8 0 933 941 644

ex-2.4.7 64.33 1431.68 13 0 1613 1626 1445 22.09 818.25 43.83 15 2 1609 1626 1226
pmake 20.98 556.19 40 2 2501 2543 570 373.97 4416.16 151.69 100 9 2434 2543 218

make-3.72.1 40.05 863.25 90 222 3170 3482 975 265.43 1045.70 556.94 311 158 3013 3482 666
tar-1.11.2 26.10 597.13 87 70 2031 2188 656 23.16 776.65 356.20 183 114 1888 2185 434
inform-5.5 47.81 1618.62 21 0 1268 1289 1648 2601.61 67608.52 408.47 28 0 1261 1289 601

sgmls-1.1 69.70 987.71 96 11 2382 2489 1046 126.08 3961.22 749.20 123 15 2351 2489 867
screen-3.5.2 64.79 1093.00 27 9 4915 4951 1110 65.37 1991.28 656.86 112 36 4803 4951 768

cvs-1.3 47.42 894.44 97 680 2276 3053 1242 124.80 2949.33 100.18 1159 141 1753 3053 367
espresso 34.40 391.59 101 530 5479 6110 456 104.65 3368.75 86.78 1238 595 4277 6110 171

gawk-3.0.3 78.30 927.57 139 50 4930 5119 966 | | | | | | | |
povray-2.2 64.72 515.85 761 407 8044 9212 618 111.38 6606.45 299.41 1027 659 7526 9212 434

Name Monomorphic Andersen's Polymorphic Andersen's
Time Av. Num. deref sites Up Tm Dn Tm Av. Num. deref sites
(s) 1 2 3+ tot max (s) (s) 1 2 3+ tot max

allroots 0.18 1.57 18 24 0 42 2 0.14 0.22 1.57 18 24 0 42 2
di�.di�h 0.18 1.56 25 2 9 36 3 0.21 0.49 1.56 25 2 9 36 3

anagram 0.24 1.10 38 4 0 42 2 0.16 0.72 1.10 38 4 0 42 2
genetic 0.22 1.43 62 10 4 76 10 0.21 0.76 1.43 62 10 4 76 10

ks 0.37 3.58 9 22 84 115 5 0.33 0.98 3.58 9 22 84 115 5

ul 0.24 1.61 184 8 46 238 4 0.23 0.91 1.61 184 8 46 238 4
ft 0.42 2.12 75 0 95 170 3 0.56 2.25 2.12 75 0 95 170 3

compress 0.34 1.18 215 46 0 261 2 0.41 1.42 1.18 215 46 0 261 2
ratfor 0.63 6.27 56 9 100 165 47 1.22 5.99 6.27 56 9 100 165 47

compiler 0.57 1.17 65 13 0 78 2 0.96 5.07 1.17 65 13 0 78 2
assembler 1.07 2.87 225 36 122 383 120 3.02 80.46 2.87 225 36 122 383 120

ML-typecheck 0.99 45.87 101 30 182 313 78 1.79 14.81 45.87 101 30 182 313 78
eqntott 1.03 1.92 239 199 176 614 5 1.50 11.20 1.92 239 199 176 614 5

simulator 1.35 28.53 107 10 179 296 72 2.32 51.70 27.78 107 10 179 296 71

less-177 2.55 12.98 221 92 259 572 110 4.35 184.03 12.72 238 101 233 572 110
li 4.44 421.23 28 0 913 941 465 189.49 9929.88 421.23 28 0 913 941 465

ex-2.4.7 4.81 6.22 734 204 688 1626 1226 8.61 173.97 6.21 735 204 687 1626 1226
pmake 5.11 129.16 401 98 2044 2543 175 21.38 682.71 88.64 452 98 1993 2543 144

make-3.72.1 9.02 250.85 619 268 2595 3482 494 13.18 390.35 230.12 652 264 2566 3482 487
tar-1.11.2 6.89 69.07 330 741 1117 2188 200 7.74 327.48 66.11 336 742 1107 2185 194
inform-5.5 6.95 80.51 657 20 612 1289 227 | | | | | | | |

sgmls-1.1 8.14 224.11 687 321 1481 2489 506 40.52 1121.89 205.63 703 323 1463 2489 492
screen-3.5.2 7.45 206.48 339 39 4573 4951 241 1277.15 2028.85 195.83 342 44 4565 4951 232

cvs-1.3 10.82 71.27 1281 192 1580 3053 203 | | | | | | | |
espresso 12.89 101.21 1824 300 3986 6110 175 28.81 967.64 56.34 1973 304 3833 6110 152

gawk-3.0.3 12.40 157.28 1177 226 3716 5119 237 22.14 763.62 148.77 1184 228 3707 5119 225
povray-2.2 22.40 223.61 2474 588 6150 9212 402 169.51 5574.82 223.61 2474 588 6150 9212 402

occurs in 38.7% of the points-to sets, and for another 2.6% of the points-to sets monomorphic
Andersen's analysis is strictly less precise than polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis. Thus the two
analyses are incomparable in our metric, and the best we can do is observe that monomorphic
Andersen's analysis is almost as precise as polymorphic Andersen's analysis, and polymorphic
Steensgaard's analysis is less precise than polymorphic Andersen's analysis.

Second, it is possible for a polymorphic analysis to determine that a monomorphically non-
empty points-to set is in fact empty, and thus have a larger average points-to set size than its
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Table 3: Data for experiments in which strings are modeled as 0. The running times are average of
three for the monomorphic experiments, while the polymorphic experiments were only performed
once.

Name Monomorphic Steensgaard's Polymorphic Steensgaard's
Time Av. Num. deref sites Up Tm Dn Tm Av. Num. deref sites
(s) 1 2 3+ tot max (s) (s) 1 2 3+ tot max

allroots 0.15 2.00 0 42 0 42 2 0.25 0.18 2.00 0 42 0 42 2
di�.di�h 0.15 1.57 12 16 0 28 2 0.30 0.55 1.36 18 10 0 28 2

anagram 0.31 6.71 12 0 30 42 9 0.30 1.04 5.45 12 0 30 42 8
genetic 0.34 5.00 22 0 46 68 7 0.34 1.16 1.22 62 2 4 68 5

ks 0.38 9.72 3 13 99 115 11 0.51 1.44 8.86 3 13 99 115 10

ul 0.48 1.70 54 129 0 183 2 0.57 2.98 1.70 54 129 0 183 2
ft 0.47 3.39 29 8 133 170 4 0.92 3.95 3.35 37 0 133 170 4

compress 0.67 1.02 210 0 2 212 3 0.95 5.25 1.00 212 0 0 212 1
ratfor 1.62 16.89 45 4 109 158 24 2.28 30.87 15.30 45 7 106 158 24

compiler 1.08 1.00 65 0 0 65 1 2.38 5.68 1.00 65 0 0 65 1
assembler 1.92 23.76 79 28 271 378 43 5.65 57.60 2.37 223 33 122 378 9

ML-typecheck 3.16 29.23 28 0 285 313 32 3.75 60.59 17.57 28 27 258 313 21

eqntott 2.48 18.32 68 110 387 565 26 3.29 52.12 6.30 76 133 356 565 11
simulator 2.35 28.16 24 13 256 293 39 5.44 112.88 6.35 103 5 185 293 21

less-177 4.16 54.63 64 4 475 543 63 17.03 320.85 43.14 73 3 458 534 56
li 10.06 300.80 8 0 927 935 305 32.63 686.06 299.81 8 0 927 935 304

ex-2.4.7 20.96 58.46 13 0 1603 1616 59 28.25 798.76 37.62 17 2 1597 1616 42
pmake 7.49 68.43 38 2 2500 2540 70 390.24 4529.19 25.65 97 9 2434 2540 47

make-3.72.1 13.24 177.23 87 222 3093 3402 196 259.44 1028.25 146.42 310 90 3002 3402 172
inform-5.5 9.99 99.34 21 0 1245 1266 101 | | | | | | | |
tar-1.11.2 12.08 127.29 84 70 1928 2082 145 25.21 762.16 53.33 180 105 1791 2076 68

sgmls-1.1 45.57 461.16 94 11 2375 2480 488 119.60 3903.47 359.96 108 17 2347 2472 420
screen-3.5.2 19.28 198.19 27 5 4907 4939 201 55.02 1947.21 115.91 117 30 4792 4939 155

cvs-1.3 17.46 207.50 97 680 2243 3020 285 124.95 2868.73 51.22 1187 117 1714 3018 176
espresso 20.43 196.77 94 528 5300 5922 222 88.39 3308.06 76.08 1231 593 4089 5913 151

gawk-3.0.3 35.53 220.49 124 50 4876 5050 229 | | | | | | | |
povray-2.2 49.40 275.65 761 407 8042 9210 330 97.15 6492.91 138.57 1067 620 7523 9210 230

Name Monomorphic Andersen's Polymorphic Andersen's
Time Av. Num. deref sites Up Tm Dn Tm Av. Num. deref sites
(s) 1 2 3+ tot max (s) (s) 1 2 3+ tot max

allroots 0.11 1.57 18 24 0 42 2 0.14 0.14 1.57 18 24 0 42 2
di�.di�h 0.18 1.21 22 6 0 28 2 0.20 0.43 1.21 22 6 0 28 2

anagram 0.22 1.10 38 4 0 42 2 0.17 0.58 1.10 38 4 0 42 2
genetic 0.25 1.22 62 2 4 68 5 0.20 0.59 1.22 62 2 4 68 5

ks 0.33 3.58 9 22 84 115 5 0.31 0.65 3.58 9 22 84 115 5

ul 0.21 1.04 175 8 0 183 2 0.23 0.66 1.04 175 8 0 183 2
ft 0.36 2.12 75 0 95 170 3 0.53 1.70 2.12 75 0 95 170 3

compress 0.28 1.00 212 0 0 212 1 0.39 1.06 1.00 212 0 0 212 1
ratfor 0.54 4.19 51 9 98 158 9 1.05 5.80 4.19 51 9 98 158 9

compiler 0.46 1.00 65 0 0 65 1 0.87 4.87 1.00 65 0 0 65 1
assembler 1.05 2.26 225 33 120 378 9 2.41 121.90 2.26 225 33 120 378 9

ML-typecheck 0.99 8.65 101 30 182 313 14 1.49 12.90 8.65 101 30 182 313 14
eqntott 0.96 1.89 236 157 172 565 5 1.44 10.09 1.89 236 157 172 565 5

simulator 1.04 2.98 105 10 178 293 13 2.20 46.63 2.98 105 10 178 293 13

less-177 2.40 12.50 211 120 212 543 38 2.90 98.61 12.62 227 100 207 534 38
li 3.21 196.49 28 0 907 935 211 131.77 8759.38 196.49 28 0 907 935 211

ex-2.4.7 3.31 3.10 727 205 684 1616 9 8.43 126.08 3.09 728 205 683 1616 9
pmake 4.05 14.66 398 98 2044 2540 24 28.33 713.11 11.94 449 98 1993 2540 18

make-3.72.1 6.82 93.84 619 199 2584 3402 133 12.15 346.64 87.48 652 195 2555 3402 128
inform-5.5 3.75 1.58 716 542 8 1266 61 | | | | | | | |
tar-1.11.2 5.90 16.44 313 669 1098 2080 51 8.20 304.39 15.60 319 669 1088 2076 49

sgmls-1.1 7.15 168.42 678 321 1481 2480 366 37.84 1007.09 163.96 688 323 1461 2472 364
screen-3.5.2 6.35 69.99 342 33 4564 4939 87 281.72 1823.47 60.75 356 33 4550 4939 77

cvs-1.3 10.13 58.01 1283 165 1572 3020 140 | | | | | | | |
espresso 10.77 92.52 1816 290 3807 5913 155 28.96 916.73 46.87 1965 294 3654 5913 132

gawk-3.0.3 9.93 87.65 1131 267 3651 5049 130 26.08 694.07 81.92 1139 269 3641 5049 122
povray-2.2 16.33 99.21 2514 549 6147 9210 201 180.73 5624.86 99.21 2514 549 6147 9210 201

monomorphic counterpart (since only non-empty points-to sets are included in this average). How-
ever, we can eliminate this possibility by counting the total number of nonempty dereference sites.
(A polymorphic analysis cannot have more nonempty dereference sites than its monomorphic coun-
terpart.) The data in Table 2 shows that for all benchmarks except tar-1.11.2, the total number
of non-empty dereference sites is the same across all analyses, and the di�erence between the poly-
morphic and monomorphic analyses for tar-1.11.2 is miniscule. For the experiments that model
strings as 0 (Table 3), there are more cases when the number of non-empty dereference sites are dif-
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ferent across the benchmarks, but the di�erences are still small. Therefore we know that averaging
the sizes of non-empty dereference sites is a valid measure of precision.

One disturbing trend in the data appears in the maximum dereference points-to size column
of Table 2. As programs increase in size, the maximum points-to set size increases dramatically.
Often this happens because large data tables containing pointers to strings are created and then
passed around. Modeling strings as 0 greatly decreases points-to set sizes, as the results in Figure 8
show.4

5.2 Speed

Tables 2 and 3 also lists the running times for the analyses. The running times include the time to
compute the least model of the Px variables, i.e., to �nd the points-to sets. For the polymorphic
analyses, we separate the running times into the time for the bottom-up pass and the time for the
top-down pass.

For purposes of this experiment, whose goal is to compare the precision of monomorphic and
polymorphic points-to analysis, the running times are largely irrelevant. Thus we have made little
e�ort to make the analyses eÆcient, and the running times should all be taken with a grain of salt.

BANE is a general constraint-solving engine. While the set constraint engine has been carefully
tuned (see [FFSA98, SFA00]), the term equation solver is less eÆcient. Notice that for the range
of program sizes we have tested, polymorphic Andersen's analysis is often faster than polymor-
phic Steensgaard's analysis. This is partly due to ineÆciencies in our implementation of equality
constraints and partly due to the lack of good simpli�cations for conditional equality constraints.
Additionally, recall that the rules for Steensgaard's analysis in Figure 4 make heavy use of wild-
cards. All of these wildcards must be distinct fresh variables, whereas in Andersen's analysis we
use 0 and 1 for wildcards, which can be shared.

5.3 E�ectiveness of Simpli�cations

One of our hypotheses was that the sizes of quanti�ed types should be small. Tables 4 and 5 give
the average size of quanti�ed type per instantiation, e.g., if a program contains two calls to f, then
the sizes for f are counted twice. Note that we include library functions in these measurements.
The second column of Tables 4 and 5 lists the number of quanti�ed functions in the program.
The next column lists the total number of instantiations of functions. Finally we list the average
number of variables in quanti�ed types and the average number of constraints for Steensgaard's
and Andersen's analyses.

This table shows that with the simpli�cations of Sec. 4.4 the average sizes are fairly consistent
and quite small for Andersen's analysis over our benchmarks, except for one exceptional program,
li, whose FDG consists mostly of one large strongly-connected component. If we turn o� simpli-
�cations, the number of constraints in quanti�ed types skyrockets, and it is impossible to analyze
even moderately-sized programs. Thus a key to making these analyses (somewhat) scalable is
making the quanti�ed types small. We do not yet have good simpli�cations for the conditional
uni�cation used by Steensgaard's analysis [Ste96], and so the polymorphic version is very slow.

4Note that in one case, the monomorphic Steensgaard analysis of genetic, when not modeling strings some of the
points-to sets became empty, thus decreasing the number of points-to sets and increasing the average size.
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Table 4: Sizes of quanti�ed types for experiments in which strings are modeled as distinct locations

Name QFuns Insts Poly Ste Poly And
Av. Vars Av. Constrs Av. Vars Av. Constrs

allroots 8 51 9.90 7.41 3.53 0.82

di�.di�h 18 65 12.31 12.11 4.22 2.55
anagram 31 55 5.40 2.45 3.55 0.60

genetic 30 75 6.07 2.39 3.39 0.60
ks 19 95 7.29 2.77 3.91 0.65
ul 32 102 5.37 1.65 3.51 0.21

ft 42 145 13.70 7.10 3.94 1.78
compress 38 138 4.37 0.93 3.53 0.27

ratfor 58 293 11.75 12.44 3.51 3.73
compiler 46 408 12.50 13.66 3.90 1.01

assembler 69 502 33.25 22.80 5.48 3.66
ML-typecheck 82 355 8.39 4.92 4.23 2.82

eqntott 76 309 21.95 18.62 4.17 2.91
simulator 121 670 16.61 12.53 3.98 1.27
less-177 270 1090 20.89 65.16 3.78 2.54

li 380 1215 55.04 290.04 15.33 122.84
ex-2.4.7 169 1197 13.24 13.55 4.02 2.14

pmake 319 1992 224.92 672.98 5.44 5.94
make-3.72.1 267 1572 115.85 172.37 4.89 7.22

inform-5.5 203 2587 344.11 359.18 | |
tar-1.11.2-nomalloc 263 1464 27.86 28.97 4.35 1.73

sgmls-1.1 323 1592 106.81 405.43 8.89 8.21

screen-3.5.2 422 2487 66.40 81.75 6.89 7.41
cvs-1.3 386 2984 79.87 92.97 | |

espresso 382 2510 117.84 129.26 5.69 9.96
gawk-3.0.3 350 2201 | | 5.34 11.45

povray-2.2 590 3019 76.51 71.77 6.44 9.12

5.4 Discussion

The data presented in Figs. 8 and 9 and Tables 2 and 3 shows two striking and consistent results.
In general, for both measures of precision:

1. Polymorphic Andersen's analysis is hardly more precise than monomorphic Andersen's anal-
ysis.

2. Polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis is much more precise than monomorphic Steensgaard's
analysis.

There are a few exceptions to these trends. For some benchmarks (e.g., sgmls-1.1), one metric
shows that adding polymorphism increased the precision of Steensgaard's analysis but the other
metric shows it makes little di�erence. And for some of the smaller programs (allroots, ul,
compress, compiler, li), adding polymorphism to Steensgaard's analysis makes little di�erence
in both metrics. For one larger program, espresso, Polymorphic Andersen's analysis is noticeably
more precise than Monomorphic Andersen's analysis.

Additionally, notice that for all programs except espresso, polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis
has a higher average points-to set size than monomorphic Andersen's analysis. (Recall that this
does not necessarily imply strictly increased precision.)

To understand these results, consider the following code skeleton:

void f() { ... h(a); ... }

void g() { ... h(b); ... }

void h(int *c) { ... }

In Steensgaard's equality-based monomorphic analysis, the types of all arguments for all calls
sites of a function are equated. In the example, this results in a = b = c, where a is a's points-to
type, b is b's points-to type, and c is c's points-to type. In the polymorphic version of Steensgaard's
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Table 5: Sizes of quanti�ed types for experiments in which strings are modeled as 0

Name QFuns Insts Poly Ste Poly And
Av. Vars Av. Constrs Av. Vars Av. Constrs

allroots 8 51 9.90 7.41 3.53 0.82

di�.di�h 18 65 12.31 11.98 4.22 2.55
anagram 31 55 5.40 2.45 3.55 0.60

genetic 30 75 6.07 2.39 3.39 0.60
ks 19 95 7.29 2.77 3.91 0.65
ul 32 102 5.37 1.65 3.51 0.21

ft 42 145 13.70 7.10 3.94 1.78
compress 38 138 4.37 0.93 3.53 0.27

ratfor 58 293 11.75 12.44 3.51 3.73
compiler 46 408 12.69 13.76 3.90 1.01

assembler 69 502 33.25 22.52 5.51 3.65
ML-typecheck 82 355 8.39 4.92 4.23 2.80

eqntott 76 309 21.95 18.62 4.17 2.91
simulator 121 670 16.61 12.53 3.98 1.27
less-177 270 1090 21.49 65.77 3.78 2.18

li 380 1215 55.36 260.20 15.11 107.09
ex-2.4.7 169 1197 13.32 13.54 4.02 2.11

pmake 319 1992 231.86 679.04 5.76 6.43
make-3.72.1 267 1572 115.15 165.23 4.89 6.96

inform-5.5 | | | | | |
tar-1.11.2-nomalloc 263 1464 28.19 27.61 4.34 1.71

sgmls-1.1 323 1592 107.55 405.50 8.88 8.07

screen-3.5.2 422 2487 66.07 82.47 6.88 5.66
cvs-1.3 386 2984 80.58 86.72 | |

espresso 382 2510 117.85 129.11 5.64 9.82
gawk-3.0.3 350 2201 | | 5.31 11.26

povray-2.2 590 3019 76.51 71.76 6.44 9.12

analysis, a and b can be distinct. Our measurements show that separating function parameters is
important for points-to analysis.

In contrast, in Andersen's monomorphic inclusion-based system, the points-to types of argu-
ments at call sites are potentially separated. In the example, we have a � c and b � c. However,
function results are all conated (i.e., every call site has the same result, the union of points-to
results over all call sites). The fact that polymorphic Andersen's analysis is hardly more precise
than monomorphic Andersen's analysis suggests that separating function parameters is by far the
most important form of polymorphism present in points-to analysis for C.

Thus, we conclude that polymorphism for points-to analysis is useful primarily for separating
inputs, which can be achieved very nearly as well by a monomorphic inclusion-based analysis. This
conclusion begs the question: Why is there so little polymorphism in points-to results available in
C? Directly measuring the polymorphism available in output side e�ects of C functions is diÆcult,
although we hypothesize that C functions tend to side-e�ect global variables and heap data (which
our analyses model as global) rather than stack-allocated data.

We can measure the polymorphism of result types fairly directly. Table 6 lists for each bench-
mark the number of call sites and percentage of calls that occur in void contexts. These results
emphasize that most C functions are called for their side e�ects: for 25 out of 27 benchmarks, at
least half of all calls are in void contexts. Thus, there is a greatly reduced chance that polymorphism
can be bene�cial for Andersen's analysis.

It is worth pointing out that the client for a points-to analysis can also have a signi�cant, and
often negative, impact on the polymorphism that actually can be exploited. In the example above,
when computing points-to sets for h's local variables we conate information for all of c's contexts.
This summarization e�ectively removes much of the �ne detail about the behavior of h in di�erent
calling contexts. However, many applications require points-to information that is valid in every
calling context. In addition, if we attempt to distinguish all call paths, the analysis can quickly
become intractable.
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Table 6: Potential polymorphism. The measurements include library functions.

Name Call Sites % Void Name Call Sites % Void

allroots 55 69 less-177 1091 56
di�.di�h 67 58 li 1243 37
anagram 59 75 ex-2.4.7 1205 79
genetic 79 75 pmake 1943 56

ks 101 84 make-3.72.1 1955 50
ul 103 74 tar-1.11.2 1586 54
ft 152 70 inform-5.5 2593 72

compress 138 73 sgmls-1.1 1614 62
ratfor 306 75 screen-3.5.2 2632 75

compiler 448 89 cvs-1.3 3036 55
assembler 519 66 espresso 2729 51

ML-typecheck 430 31 gawk-3.0.3 2358 51
eqntott 364 61 povray-2.2 3123 59

simulator 677 75

6 Conclusion

We have explored two dimensions of the design space for ow-insensitive points-to analysis for
C: polymorphic versus monomorphic and inclusion-based versus equality-based. Our experiments
show that while polymorphism is potentially bene�cial for equality-based points-to analysis, it
does not have much bene�t for inclusion-based points-to analysis. Even though we feel that added
engineering e�ort can make the running times of the polymorphic analyses much faster, the precision
would still be the same.

Monomorphic Andersen's analysis can be made fast [SFA00] and often provides far more precise
results than monomorphic Steensgaard's analysis. Polymorphic Steensgaard's analysis is in general
much less precise than polymorphic Andersen's analysis, which is in turn little more precise than
monomorphic Andersen's analysis. Additionally, as discussed in Sect. 4.3, implementing polymor-
phism is a complicated and diÆcult task. Thus, we feel that monomorphic Andersen's analysis
may be the best choice among the four analyses.
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Appendix: Constraint Resolution Rules

The resolution rules for the constraint languages used by Andersen's and Steensgaard's analyses
are shown in Figure 10. The notation ��i denotes the appropriate relation for the ith �eld of c,
either � if the ith �eld is a set or = if the ith �eld is a term. The operation E1 = E2 on sets yields
the set of constraints fE1 � E2; E2 � E1g

Figure 10a gives the resolution rules for set constraints. We will not discuss the semantics of
set constraints here. SuÆce it to say that the rules in Figure 10a can be regarded as axioms (the
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S [ fX � Xg , S

S [ fse1 � X ; X � se2g ,

S [ fse1 � X ; X � se2; se1 � se2g

S [ fse � 1g , S

S [ f0 � seg , S

S [ fc(se1; : : : ; sen) � c(se 01; : : : ; se
0
n)g ,

S [
S

i

(
fsei ��i se

0
ig c covariant in i

fsei ��i se
0
ig c contravariant in i

S [ fc(: : :) � d(: : :)g , no solution
if d 6= c

S [ fc(se1; : : : ; sen) � proj (c; i; se)g ,

S [

(
fsei ��i seg c covariant in i

fsei ��i seg c contravariant in i

S [ f1 � proj (c; i; se)g ,

S [

(
f1 ��i seg c covariant in i

f0 ��i seg c contravariant in i

S [ fc(: : :) � proj (d; i; se)g , S

if d 6= c

S [ fc(: : :) � 0g , no solution

S [ f1 � 0g , no solution

S [ f1 � d(: : :)g , no solution

(a) Resolution rules for set constraints

S [ fte = Xg , S [ fte = X ;X = teg

S [ fte1 = X ; X = te2g ,

S [ fte1 = X ; X = te2; te1 = te2g

S [ fc(te1; : : : ; ten) = c(te 01; : : : ; te
0
n)g ,

S [
S

i ftei =�i te
0
ig

S [ fc(te1; : : : ; ten) = d(te 01; : : : ; te
0
n)g , no solution

if d 6= c

S [ fc(: : :) � Rg , S [ fc(: : :) = Rg

(b) Resolution rules for equality constraints

Figure 10: Resolution rules
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set of solutions on the left-hand and right-hand sides are equal) and that there are models of these
axioms.5

Figure 10b shows the resolution rules for equality constraints. In addition to ordinary equality
constraints, Steensgaard's analysis uses conditional equality constraints L � R [Ste96]. The last
rule in Figure 10b turns conditional equality L � R into unconditional equality L = R only if L is
a constructed term. We discuss the use of conditional equality in Section 4.2.
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